Verbs in Future Tense

Exercise 1
1) will clean 2) will, cook 3) will ask 4) will meet 5) will, hike 6) will carry 7) will, read

Exercise 2
1) will ride 2) will, buy 3) will win 4) will get 5) will, fix 6) will, go 7) will put

Exercise 3
1) is going to teach 2) are going to march 3) are going to paint 4) are going to rake 5) am going to ski 6) is going to marry 7) is going to travel

Exercise 4
1) are going to run 2) is going to have 3) is going to bandage 4) are going to buy 5) are going to grow 6) are going to name 7) is going to hire

Exercise 5
1) gives 2) graduates 3) meet 4) operates 5) starts 6) conducts 7) gathers

Exercise 6
1) throws 2) finish 3) water 4) begins 5) dives 6) speaks 7) have

Exercise 7
1) is always going to drive 2) will gladly rake 3) is not going to attend 4) will simply make 5) will not exercise 6) will probably catch 7) will not play 8) is still going to dive 9) will not arrive 10) is never going to eat

Exercise 8
1) graduates 2) is going to travel 3) leaves 4) flies 5) will quickly call 6) am going to visit 7) will be 8) will not be 9) will ride 10) will take 11) am going to stay 12) will swim 13) are going to tour 14) will never forget 15) will not fail
Exercise 9
1) will be teaching 2) am going to be cleaning 3) will be raining 4) will be smiling 5) are going to be taking 6) will be connecting 7) will be supervising 8) will be fishing 9) is going to be playing 10) are going to be looking 11) will be learning 12) is going to be baking

Exercise 10
1) will be listening 2) is going to be shaving 3) will be cutting 4) are going to be getting 5) is going to be greeting 6) will be serving 7) will be training 8) will be laughing 9) is going to be casting 10) will be wandering 11) are going to be crying 12) will be completing 13) will be launching 14) are going to be wearing

Exercise 11
1) Will, be feeding 2) Is, going to be searching 3) Are, going to be putting 4) Will, be paying 5) Will, be playing 6) Is, going o be shining 7) Is, going to be skating 8) Will, be telling 9) Is, going to be taking 10) Is, going to be fixing 11) Will, be training 12) Will, be cooking 13) Will, be docking 14) Are, going to be collecting 15) Will, be renting

Exercise 12
1) are going to be graduating 2) going to be working 3) is going to be hiring 4) will be shopping 5) are 6) going to be working 7) will be doing 8) will be reading 9) are 10) going to be majoring 11) will be majoring 12) going to be studying 13) will be training 14) are 15) going to be doing

Exercise 13
1) will have prepared 2) will have hidden 3) will have cleaned 4) will have dried 5) will have finished 6) will have climbed 7) will have gathered 8) will have bought 9) will have studied 10) will have irritated 11) will have ended 12) Will have sewed/sewn

Exercise 14
1) will not have received 2) will not have taken 3) will not have swum 4) will not have drunk 5) will not have exercised 6) will not have taken 7) will not have moved 8) will not have flown 9) will not have received 10) will not have mown/mowed

Exercise 15
1) Will, have retired 2) Will, have ended 3) will have confessed 4) Will, have given 5) will, have paid 6) Will, have read 7) Will, have finished 8) Will, have harvested 9) will have become 10) will, have planted 11) Will, have survived 12) Will, have worried

Exercise 16
1) will have visited 2) will have traveled 3) will have lived 4) will have spent 5) will have taken 6) will 7) have covered 8) will have gone 9) will have stayed 10) will have surfed 11) will have missed
Exercise 17

1) will have been attending 2) will have been recovering 3) will have been doing 4) will have been snowing 5) will have been cooking 6) will have been leading 7) will have been teaching 8) will have been decorating 9) will have been increasing 10) will have been playing 11) will have been printing

Exercise 18

1) will, have been driving 2) Will, have been baking 3) Will, have been sleeping 4) will, have been shopping 5) will, have been working 6) Will, have been clearing 7) Will, have been boiling 8) will, have been running 9) will, have been giving 10) Will, have been trying 11) will, have been sewing 12) Will, have been singing

Exercise 19

1) will have been riding 2) will have been sitting 3) will have been biking 4) will have been working 5) will have been building 6) will have been exercising 7) will have been spending

Exercise 20

1) will take 2) will 3) be doing 4) will be competing 5) are going to involve 6) is going to be 7) will be talking 8) will receive 9) will probably praise 10) will have done 11) will have tallied 12) will surely be participating 13) are going to include 14) will enter 15) will be 16) is going to decide 17) will have trained 18) will win